PMIEF grant helps UNICEF save more lives

PMIEF grant gives UNICEF greater capacity through PM training

A remarkable story of how the Project Management Institute Educational Foundation (PMIEF) brought valuable project management (PM) training to the UNICEF staff so they could do even greater good.
DONOR SPOTLIGHT

Donor Spotlight: Marge Combe, PMIEF Board Member

Meet a dedicated PM advocate who supports PMIEF with donations and her time.

Read more »

PMIEF grants approved for Q1 2018

Read about the newest nonprofits that will benefit from PMIEF funding.

Learn more »

New Video

See how the PMI Southern Alberta Chapter brought transformative PM skills to the staff at the Calgary Urban Project Society (CUPS).
REMINDER: Your Last Chance to Stay Informed!

Do you want to continue receiving the PM Philanthropist newsletter in your email box every month? If the answer is yes, the clock is about to run out...unless you take just a minute to opt-in. From donor spotlights to stories highlighting how your generous donations to PMIEF are having an impact around the globe, you won't want to miss a single issue!

Please opt-in here now.

If we do not hear from you, the May issue will be your last.

Make a Gift

Stay Connected with PMIEF

E-mail us at pmief@pmi.org or visit pmief.org
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